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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Entrex Carbon Market Patents its Carbon Offset Asset Security (CO/SSET) 
Potentially saving $10 billion a year for Corporate Carbon Offset Expense  

 
Boca Raton, FL, March 3, 2023: Entrex Carbon Market today announced it has filed a patent 
for the Entrex CO/SETT (Entrex’s Carbon Offset Asset Security) -- a tradable security that 
projects dollar-for-dollar annual carbon offset dividends for security owners.  (Narrated 
Information Link) 
 
“Every year corporations expense an estimated $10 billion a year of Carbon Offsets to meet their 
neutrality needs.    Our CO/SETT brings a Wall Street mindset to carbon neutrality by establishing 
a securitized asset which creates annual dollar-for-dollar dividend returns.   These dividends can 
then be used to neutralize the annual carbon offset cost on the income statements of these 
companies” said Stephen H. Watkins, CEO of Entrex Carbon Market.  
 
“Since announcing this innovation;  public companies are asking how to remove their carbon 
offset costs while carrying the CO/SETT security as an Asset on their books” said Thomas 
Harblin, Partner at Entrex Carbon Market.  “We feel we have a lead position to offer corporations 
not only a solution to their carbon offset needs but to eliminate their portion of this $10 billion-
dollar annual ESG cost burden”. 
 
“We are working with some innovative brokers to lead and syndicate the sale of these securities 
to their institutional clients.  Today we already have the security listed on our THETA Trading 
platform partner for institutional sales transactions which we hope should expand the availability 
to organizations around the world through their desktop footprints”, continued Watkins 
 
“Entrex’s regulatory and security mindset created a whole new category of products for the 
voluntary carbon market — they are exclusive in offering renowned Wall Street oversight and 
research of the underlying projects and carbon offset securities — which brilliantly offer buyers 
and traders comfort without the historical underwriting of projects and offsets firms have had to 
do in the past,” said George D. Sullivan, CEO of Net Zero Analysis and Design Corp. 
 
About Entrex: 
 
Entrex Holding Company, LLC (EHCo, LLC) was founded in 2001 as a capital market system for 
entrepreneurial companies. The company establishes regulatory-compliant niche capital market 
systems which support regulated market constituents in originating, structuring, placing, trading, 
settling and servicing securities of entrepreneurial companies. Working together with industry 
leaders, Entrex platforms allow investors to find, research, track, manage, and trade 
entrepreneurial securities by geography, sector or commodity. Entrex Carbon Market, LLC is a 
majority-owned subsidiary of Entrex Holding Company.  CarbonEase is the branded product of 
the Entrex Carbon Offset Company, LLC.  NewLeaf is the branded product of Entrex NewLeaf, 
LLC.  http://www.entrexcarbonmarket.com 
 
 

For further information:  Stephen H. Watkins, CEO,  Entrex Carbon Market, (561) 465-7580  
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